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ELTIM high-end POWER AMPLIFIER modules 
     NEW                                                                                                                                       Updated:  January 30th, 2023 

 

CS-300     Current Stage module 
 

Due to our completely different way of thinking when it comes to PCB design and layout, mechanical and 
thermal stress, magnetic interference, EMI, etc., an ELTIM High-End amplifier built with these modules looks 
and acts a bit different compared to other amplifier designs, which is confirmed by customers. According to 

them they make MUSIC, not just power !  And that for a (very) long period of time due to the stress-free 

setup and high-quality components. All are oversized quality parts and PCB tracks and stays below 40ºC most 
of the time. Instead of trying to obtain the lowest possible price we set our goal for best musicality instead. 

 

To make a true difference, we split our power amplifier schematics in a voltage- and a current stage board to 
obtain the maximum possible sound quality and at the same time can make both PCB layouts extremely simple, 
symmetrical and logical, without compromises (longer/thinner tracks) to be made. 
Now both parts of the power amplifier can be designed in an optimal way: the VS-board  
(input stage) with small tracks, leading low energy signals and containing heat sensitive 
parts, and the CS-board (output stage) leading high currents and high temperature parts 
where this board has large and shortest possible tracks which also acts as thermal 
conductors for several parts.  

Due to this approach the VS- and CS- tracks are in a 90º angle of each other, 

preventing magnetic interference between the VS- and CS-tracks and parts.  
So, a working ELTIM power amplifier is always based on these two (VS + CS) modules. This cooperation works 
very well indeed as many indicated as a “tube like” sound, yet with extras like an unbeaten speaker control as 
noted in f.e. a very “tight”, rock-solid bass response which will make you smile at the first note, promise.  
At the same time, we luckily miss the pointy sharp “s” and “t” sounds we hear more and more (phase errors).  
 

This CS-300 is extremely stable and can deliver way enough (300Wrms) power for regular, daily use and more 
important, together with our totally different PCB setup, they have way better control over your speaker 
system compared to most other amplifier designs as noticed immediately after powering them up.  
The first (contra)bass guitar note will make you smile immediately, promise.  You can “see” the snares move -) 
 

 
 

CS-300 layout with two pairs of EXICON Mosfets (8A each) at the back side (orange).    290x98mm 
It exactly fits in MODU (Mini) Dissipante 120x300mm cabinets and easily in the new MODU Monoblock enclosures. 

A chassis plate fits on top and bottom. The top plate can be used for f.e. a preamp module or 2nd transformer.  
 

On this CS-300 we added 2x 4 Ø25mm supply capacitor space. We use audio grade MUNDORF MLGO 
2200uF/63V in Reference versions and in some lower quality High-End versions. These assist the capacitors 
on a connected power supply and deliver energy where it is required: immediately at the power Mosfets, 
connected with very wide tracks > rock solid and controlled, deep bass. 
The most massive PCB structure shows the supply-, ground- and speaker tracks in an unbeaten width, the 
more since we use both sides. About 65% of the PCB is used for ground- supply- and speaker tracks.  
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This CS-300  power (current) stage PCB highlights: 

o 2 pairs of selected 8A EXICON lateral Mosfets. 
o 2x four MUNDORF MLGO 2200uF/63V electrolytic capacitors, 125ºC in High-End and Reference versions. 
o 2x four NICHICON LKG 2200uF/63V electrolytic capacitors in Standard versions. 
o 10x CADDOCK MP725 induction free, 1% resistors in Reference versions. 
o 10x BOURNS MPR163 low induction, 5% resistors in High-End and Standard versions. 
o 40-300Wrms+ rated output power (see graph below).  
o Power Mosfets spread out over the heat sink for optimal dissipation rate. 
o VH-Audio ODAM capacitor (in REF. version) in the idle current network. 
o Current driven feedback SMD power resistors in the centre of PCB with shortest possible leads.  
o Current sensing series SMD power resistors, thick film types.  
o All these resistors are cooled by the PCB heat extracting surface. PCB can handle 170ºC. 
o Current sensing lines lead to the bottom connector for protection purposes.  
o Speaker output both left and right by 6,3mm gold plated Faston blades for shortest connection. 
o The absence of a coil in the output line results in way better impulse behaviour.  
o Separate Current stage (CS) and Voltage stage (VS) supply voltage rails. 
o Separate tracks for Power/speaker-, feedback-, VS-stage and input ground.  
o All grounds are separately leading to the centre area of the bottom connector 
          and use separate and multiple connector pins. They come together at the Power Supply PCB. 
o Very wide and thick (35um) speaker-, ground- and power rails tracks. 
o Milled, gold plated beryllium copper headers, with multiple pin (12x 3A for 
           supply) connections. Way higher quality than the regular (mostly 1A) tinned headers. 
o Speaker- and input signal for signalling/protection purposes at all connectors. 
o PCB position to mount an NTC/PTC at centre, connected to both connectors.  
            It will be connected to a Protection module if mounted. It measures heatsink temperature. 

o Frequency range limited by us to 4 (or DC) to 500.000Hz (-3dB) by a connected VS-input stage module.  
o Not listed by anyone else: Input > output phase shift is constant 0,2º up to 18kHz. 
o Unbeaten high Slew Rate >65V/us. (Note: extreme high quality opamps are 20V/us) 

o Microphonic free mounted to a heat sink, which is electrically separated from the PCB. 
o Fits perfectly in MODU (Mini) Dissipante 300x120mm high) and Monoblock cabinets. 
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VERSIONS 
In our new 2023 series CS-modules we introduce three quality levels, using different quality parts: 
 

CS-300 Standard (ST) High-End (HE)  Reference (REF) 

Power Mosfets EXICON, 2x ECX10N20s / 2x ECX10P20s, 8A/200V, selected pairs 

 
Electrolytic capacitors 

 

8x NICHICON LKG  
2200uF/63V, 105º 
Audio Grade quality  

 

8x MUNDORF MLGO  2200uF/63V, 125º, 
Long life, Audio Grade quality 

Powerlines capacitors 2x WIMA MKP4 2x MUNDORF MCAP630 2x VH-Audio ODAM 

Idle current capacitor 1x MUNDORF MCAP630 1x MUNDORF SUP8 1x VH-Audio ODAM 
 

Power resistors 
 

10x BOURNS PWR163, 5%, Low induction 
10x CADDOCK MP725 

1%, Induction free 

Other resistors 7x MOX 0,6W, 1% 7x DALE RN60, Military grade 
 

PCB 
 

EU, FR4+, 2x35um 
Tin plated solder isles 

EU, FR4+, 2x35um,  
Silver plated solder isles 

EU, FR4+, 2x35um,  
Gold plated solder isles 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

      CS-300 General technical specifications: 
Frequency range:  DC - >200kHz within ±0,1dB 
Frequency limit (-3dB): 500kHz (limited and defined by VS-module used, VS-10: 250kHz, VS-20: 500kHz, VS-50: 500kHz) 

Frequency limit (-10dB): 800kHz 

In > Out Phase shift: -0,2º @ 10Hz - 18kHz 
Max. output current: 16A constant  (limited by the heatsink dissipation rate!) 
Distortion figure (THD): < 0,0005%   (1W/1kHz/8ohm) 
    < 0,001%   (150W/1kHz/8ohm) 
Slew rate:   > 65V/uS  (@ +/- 30V). Limited by AC-input filter on VS-module used. 
Harmonics:   < -65dB, nonspecific 
Noise floor:   <-120dB 
Damping factor:  > 400 
Input sensitivity:  1 Volt  
Gain:   31dB 
Input impedance:  47kOhm 
Output load:  2 – 16 ohms, see load graph 

       Supply voltage:  ±30 - ±40Vdc (2ohms load!) 

    ±30 - ±55Vdc (4ohms load!) 

±30 - ±60Vdc (8ohms load!) 

Max. output power: 320Wrms @ 4ohms (Depending on the supplied voltages, see load graph). 

    210Wrms @ 8ohms (Depending on the supplied voltages, see load graph). 

   
Dimensions:  290x98x50mm 
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        CONNECTOR FUNCTIONS 
The bottom connector of our CS-modules is meant to connect a symmetrical power supply to it.  
This CS-300 fits 2x 4 Ø25mm extra supply capacitors, providing energy directly to the very wide supply rails.  
They are connected to the Mosfets and supply connector with extreme wide PCB tracks and required to 
ensure a oscillation free behaviour of the Mosfets. 
With the help of these, our PS-2 or PS-3 Power Supply module f.e. will do fine in most cases. We just 
developed a PS-300 supply, capable to supply the full power this CS-300 is capable to deliver.  
Of course, you also could connect a hardwired or universal power supply here. Best is to use our PS-0 
connection module to connect it correctly, but we also implemented holes for serious wired connections!  
If wired: connect the ground wire at centre bottom also to Sgnd and VSgnd, otherwise VS-module and input 
have no ground connection!   P(ower)gnd, S(ignal)gnd and VS(module)gnd are separated connections! 
Do us and yourself a favour and don’t use a cheap Chinese supply. It won’t match this CS-300 capabilities. 
 

The centre connector is where one of our VSxx Voltage Stage modules is connected L-mounted.  
 

Please note that only a set of a CS- and a VS-module is a working ELTIM power amplifier! 
A VS-module contains the input part and a CS-module the output part of a power amplifier. 

While doing so, the signal quality increases dramatically, mostly due to a way more logical PCB layout. 
 

NOTE: For low power purposes where a supply voltage is < ±35V two diodes 1N4002 can be mounted.  
These diodes connect the V+ and V- directly to the VS-module. While using <VS-50 a regulator module is 
always required with all other VS-xx modules above ±35V supply! This is regulating V+ and V- down to ±30V 
(Vr+/Vr-) which is then lead to the VS- module.  VS-50/60 modules have regulators on board already. 
 

Besides the needed connections for basic amplifier function, there are also connections for a PTC and the 
centre contact leads to the runner of the idle current potmeter. With later VS-modules you could adjust idle 
current, f.e. to switch to class A mode automatically when only low power is used or to class B when NO 
power is used. 
The PTC leads to both connectors. Our possibly connected Protection module “reads” it value, so 
temperature of the heatsink. On the protection module is another PTC “reading” the interior temperature. 
 

The speaker connections are available at both sides of the module via 6,3mm gold plated faston blades. 
While doing so, the wires to the speaker terminals can be in shortest possible way. Connect the ones closest 
to the speaker terminals. If you want a completely symmetrical connection, solder the speaker leads 
directly at centre bottom of both sides. Front is ground, back is speaker +.  
Unfortunately, some are misunderstanding the meaning of our double speaker connection and confuse it 
with a stereo amplifier. This is not the case; it is a single channel amp. module! Some others (still) miss the 
audio input. As we expain about everywhere, this in on any VS-input stage module, also to be mounted! 

                          
               Setting the amp in Class-A makes no sense,                                             Paralleling multiple devices as in many other designs is not 
        since these 8A types don’t become more linear then!                                            required due to a very different SOA behaviour. 
   From 80mA idle current up they behave straight as a ruler.                               One pair of 8A types can handle over 200Wrms already! 
       For a class A/B setting, 50-100mA will do fine mostly.                                 In this CS-300 module we use two pairs of them, way enough. 
 

                Due to for Mosfets typical Gate-Source capacity, using more pairs would unnecessary “slow down” the amp.,  
            increase the circuit complexity, and resulting in smaller PCB tracks > lower damping factor / speaker control. 
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         Suitable enclosures 
All our modules are based on dimensions of at least some of the MODU enclosures we have in our program. 

 
 
The CS-300 module exactly fits (fills) a flank of a MODU Dissipante 
120x300mm cabinet, where the PCB fits between the construction 
L-bars and just above a mounted chassis plate(s). 
You can use a top- and a bottom chassis plate at the same time.  
This is the most used cabinet with our amp modules so far. 
You can make a stereo amp in this cabinet, using a single or two 
transformers. There will be space for max.  2x Ø150mm trafo’s. 
Instead, you could use only one, Ø187mm max.  
The stereo amplifier setup with 2x Ø150mm trafo’s is the most sold combination in our program. 
 

 
 
A 400mm deep Dissipante 120x400mm will also fit a CS-300. 
With the extra cooling you could bridge a stereo amp as well. 
Then note that the max. output current will stay < 16A (1000Wrms)!! 
This mostly means that 2ohms or 4ohms loads are not allowed. 
You could use two, Ø187mm max. transformers 
 
 

 
If you want to build a small stereo or (bridged) Monoblock, you could use the MODU Mini Dissipante 
cabinets in 3U (120mm) height. Use a 300mm or 400mm deep version.  

          
 
 
It also fits in the new MODU Monoblock cabinets, available without heatsinks, heatsinks at one side or 
heatsinks on both sides. All types are 169x 413mm in size (HxD). Width differs with heatsinks.  

                  
Heatsinks at left or right side (Single ended Monoblock)                           Heatsinks at both sides (bridged Monoblock/stereo) 

 
 

MODU Galaxy/Slimline 120mm (3U) cabinets cannot dissipate enough heat, so not suited for this CS-300. 
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       Protection 

If you want to protect your speaker, you need one of our Protection modules. This module detects 
differences between in- and output signals and acts if this event occurs, f.e. overloading it or if the amp has 
a fault/distorting. It also measures the current in 4 pairs (so 8x) of Mosfets and the interior and heatsink 
temperatures. Indications by three different LED’s and/or a single one where all three are combined. 
The protection module separates the power supply from the electronics and/or discharges it very fast, 
instead of a relay with unsuitable nickel/wolfram contacts causing distortion, especially with small signals. 
This protection module can be mounted on most of our Power Supply boards. 
 

Facit 
While using different schematics and parts than others, our amplifier designs can be way more simple and 
completely (98%) symmetrical in schematics as well as PCB layout, also solving some other issues, resulting 
in an amazing fast, open and “airy” sound as noticed by many, even competing professionals.  
After six years of operation where most are using our CS-80 or CS-40ps modules i.c.w. VS-20 input stages, 
some call it “the ELTIM sound”.    Nice -)     This CS-300 is an interesting improvement of both:  
more copper surface, best available components, better heat spread, etc. 
 

We ourselves are electronics technicians, above telling a lot about the construction. 
However, we are also audiophiles, so let’s try to explain what we hear as well: 
Our amps show an open tube-like sound, but with way deeper and rock-solid bass, finest detailed highs, 
fantastic 3D, a super wide frequency range and an amazing speaker control.  
You cannot only hear the character of an instrument very well, but even estimate the room size f.e. where 
a newsreader is in due to the room echoes produced. 
Every listener visiting us smiles at first beat and you will as well, we guarantee that!  
 

In normal daily use and well above it will hardly become hot, mostly < 40ºC due to the very good thermal 
design and use of very high-quality parts and PCB, which also acts as a cooling device. 
As a matter of fact, the efficiency in combination with one of our linear power supplies is better under 
normal use circumstances than a class-D design combined with a switched mode power supply. 
In other words: our amps stay way cooler under living room conditions compared to a class-D + SMPS ! 
 

With our new 2023 designs, we again made a step forward by simplifying the PCB layouts even more. 
PCB tracks became even wider and even more logical. If you have it in your hands, you will be surprised 
about the simplicity and symmetry of the layout. Took us a lot of time to make it that simple….. 
 

If you built and/or heard an ELTIM amplifier you can write about it and send it to us.  
As promised, we will copy/paste it in the same experiences sharing pages without significant changes. 

 
 
 

We make MUSIC again, not just power 
 

 “LESS IS MORE!” 
 

 
 
 

These designs are copyrighted 
by ELTIM audio BV, Louis Timmers 2023 © 

PE1LTM 
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Full scale (1:1) view of a CS-300 / VS-xx / VRxx and PS-300 combination:  
 

      
Scaled 1:1 if your printer is set to 100% 

 
In blue the CS-300 mounted to a 120mm high heat sink like in MODU 3U cabinets. 

Below and above is just enough space to connect a chassis plate. 
CS-300 has cut-outs where the chassis plate mounting screws are located. 

 

In green we show a connected VS-10 or VS-20 input stage module. 
In black the VS-50 module, supporting Ø35mm, long capacitors of the PS-300 supply module. 

 

In red we show how a PS-300 power supply module is connected to it.  
While using this one we recommend using a VS-50 (black) Input stage board. 

 
You can also use a VS-10 or VS-20 i.cw. a cheaper PS-2 or PS-3 supply module. 

While using one of those we recommend using VS-30/35/40 for mechanical support. 
They are the same as VS-20 (green), but are “stretched” in length, 
allowing for Ø30, Ø35 or Ø40mm holes exactly surrounding these 

large supply capacitors on PS- or PS-3. Largest available capacitor size is Ø40x80mm. 
While doing so, these large and heavy capacitors are mounted free from vibrations  

and mechanical stress to especially their soldering’s, being limited to about zero then.  
If your amp is transported a lot, it is a must to prevent cold soldering’s!          

 

In orange we show the position of a VR-3 Voltage Regulator module, providing regulated voltages to VS-xx. 
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P I C T U R E   S O O N 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CS-300 with two pairs of 8A/200V EXICON Mosfets and CADDOCK MP725 induction free resistors. 
It truly can deliver a constant current of 16A into your speakers, say around 300Wrms. 

 
 
 
 
 

P I C T U R E   S O O N 
 
 
 
 

         A full pack of a functioning ELTIM Reference quality power amplifier. From back to front: 
- CS-300 Current Stage (output) module with selected EXICON 8A Mosfets, MUNDORF electrolytic 

capacitors, DALE RN60 (mil. grade) and CADDOCK MP725 induction free resistors.  
- VS-50 Voltage Stage (input) module L-mounted in the middle. It already has regulators on board! 
- In front a PS-300 Power Supply module with MUNDORF MLGO 15000uF/63V electrolytic supply 

capacitors. 
We use very fast and low drop Schottky rectifier diodes for increased efficiency (>95%) of the power supply.  

 
 
NOTE: instead of an ELTIM Power Supply you could connect a foreign one to this CS-300 module. 
Left, middle and right of the bottom connector you can connect serious wires to it: V-, GND, V+. 
Since our amps have separated supply/speaker-, VS-ground and Input ground, all three to be connected then. 
If you forget that, VS-module and the input don’t “see” ground, resulting in strange or damaging effects! 
Don’t use a Chinese Supply please, by far they can’t match the quality of this CS-300. You would be disappointed. 
 
 
25 January 2023, first testing and burning in before we do some finetuning: 
 

 
From back to front: CS-300ref (missing some electrolytic capacitors) output module, 

VS-20 input module, VR3-30 regulator module (under VS-20) and PS-3 power supply module. 
The heatsink comes from a MODU Dissipante 435x120x300mm. 
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